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Case for a Transit Rider’s Union

oes Ottawa need
a transit rider’s
union—an organization that will stand up
for those who rely on OC
Transpo?
It might seem odd
to suggest that Ottawa
needs a grassroots organization pushing for better
transit service. With the
billions we’re pouring into
light-rail, one would think
that Ottawa is sufficiently
committed to providing
a robust and successful
transit service for residents. But there is the
concern that we could see
the ghettoization of bus
service.
Transit unions are
not a new or unique idea.
Both Toronto and Hamilton have transit rider’s
unions. Throughout the
United States, cities like
Portland, Seattle, Minneapolis/St. Paul, San Francisco and Manhattan have
ridership organizations
pushing for change. Many
are modeled after the Los
Angeles Bus Riders Union,
which has been active
since 1994, and has successfully protected transit
services and secured $2.5
billion in funding.
In fact, we might
even be seeing the roots
of such a movement in
Ottawa already. In the past
year riders of the Number
Twelve OC Transpo bus
route, many residing in
Vanier, have pushed the
issue of late, cancelled and
packed buses. Their efforts
seem to have paid off.

are not properly addressed by our politicians
or our planners. A union
The city and local
could help alleviate that
expressing their concern with bedroom communities to
media investigated and found their transit service. This Life
disparity, making Ottawa a
areas where lots of people
a disproportionate number
better and more equitable
work, often to the exclusion
on the 95 movement has
of cancellations on the route; forced the local councillors to of inter-community transit.
city in which to live.
local councillors have held
The list of issues
take notice, holding multiple
A transit rider’s union
public forums and brought
an
Ottawa
transit ridpublic forums to listen to ridcould bring together various
the issue to city council; and
er’s union could seek to
concerns, presenting a coheers’ issues and, theoretically,
OC Transpo has signalled a
address is not small. There
sive and inclusive message
try to find solutions.
commitment to improve serare the ever-rising fares
These sorts of issues
about improving overall
vice.
and disproportionately
are present in various comtransit service. Addressing
These residents could munities in the city, but havlow-levels of government
each concern in a piecemeal
certainly form the basis of
funding. There are coning disparate ridership groups fashion does little to create
a transit riders union, but
cerns about rider and
a thriving and robust transit
pushing their own concerns
they’re not alone when it
driver safety. There are
system. By contrast, working
will likely not be sufficient
comes to transit activists.
maintenance and cleanlito fix the entire system will
to enact substantive change
Alongside the Healthy across the system. The Life on help alleviate the individual
ness issues with our buses.
Transportation
A transit rider’s
Coalition, groups
union could seek
like the City for All
better multi-modal
Women Initiative,
integration, includACORN Ottawa,
ing the possibility
and Ecology Ottaof linking the city’s
wa have pushed
bikeshare program
for the city to
with OC Transpo…
implement low-inand maybe excome pricing for
panding to include
transit. Motivated
electric scooters. It
residents forced
could exert presthe city to address
sure on all levels
the issue of malof government to
functioning stop
finally do something
announcements
with the disused rail
on buses. And
bridge connection to
there has been a
Gatineau the City of
vocal contingent of
Ottawa purchased in
riders working to
2003, but never inteimprove the sergrated into the light
Does Ottawa need a Transit Rider’s Union? Many people think so. Above:
vice of ParaTransrail transit system.
po, not to mention Route 88, frequently late, leaving Baseline Station for Kanata. Below: Prince of
Perhaps most
Wales rail bridge - possible transit connection to Gatineau? Photos: PERC
the conditions of
importantly, such
their buses.
an organization
There is
could push for the
some political supinclusion of transit
port for expanded
services to areas of
transit service in
new development, in
Ottawa. Councillors
a hope to break the
like Somerset’s
cycle of car-depenCatherine McKdancy.
enney and RideThe car-centric
au-Rockliffe’s Tobi
nature of Ottawa
Nussbaum have
(and North Amerbeen pressing the
ica) didn’t happen
matter, but without
organically. It took
sufficient political
lobbying by the auto
motivation, it is difindustry and political
ficult to get council
calculation to force
to enact greater
healthy transportapro-transit policies.
tion to the margins.
issues different riders face
the 95 movement is specifiFor this kind of adThe unified voice
each day.
cally a commuter movement,
vocacy to be successful, you
of
Ottawa
transit riders
Further, a transit
and Ottawa’s transit system
need a critical mass, and it’s
could help to build an
riders union can help ampliis already overly focused on
possible we have that critical
improved transit system,
fy marginalized voices. Too
traditional nine-to-five commass in Ottawa.
and a healthier and more
muting, instead of serving the often, the needs of the poor,
This past spring, bus
of new Canadians, and others connected city.
needs of the whole populariders in Barrhaven have been tion. The city looks to connect with insufficient political clout
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Where Transit is Free - Book Review
by Michelle Perry

Michelle Perry is an Ottawa
writer and researcher
with an interest in urban
development. She contributed
to this edition of the PEN as
a volunteer with the Healthy
Transportation Coalition.
Here, she reviews an advance
copy of “Free Public Transit:
and Why We Don’t Pay to
Ride Elevators” (edited by
Judith Dellheim and Jason
Prince, 2nd edition, Black
Rose Books, 2018)

“General Motors’
destruction of electric
transit systems across the
country left millions of
urban residents without
an attractive alternative to
automotive travel.”
Free Public Transit: and why
we don’t pay to ride elevators
opens with these words from
attorney Bradford Snell’s 1974
statement before the United
States Senate Subcommittee
on Antitrust and Monopoly.
Snell was the author
of a controversial report
claiming that GM was at the
centre of a conspiracy to
dismantle America’s streetcar
systems to pave the way for
cities dominated by gas-powered vehicles.
It’s a fitting start to
a book that looks at how so
many cities became carchoked, transit-poor, polluted
and dangerous for anyone on
foot or bicycle, and how free

“Who pays when it isn’t
the person riding the
bus?”
Read Free Public Transit:
and Why We Don’t Pay to
Ride Elevators to find out!

transit fits into the fight to
reclaim cities for people.
According to the
book, nearly one hundred
cities and towns worldwide
have fully free public transit
systems, with more having a
partially free system. Dellheim, a senior researcher at
the Rosa Luxemburg Foundation in Berlin, and Prince, an
urban planner in Montreal,
have put together a fascinating collection of perspectives
from fourteen countries.
The authors interview
Taavi Aas, mayor of free transit rock-star Tallinn (capital
of Estonia), whose residents
haven’t had to pay for transit since 2013. Aas speaks
about how quickly free public
transit, which had its opponents in the early stages, has
become the norm:
“… there is no party or movement who promises a return
to paid public
transport. None. … People,
and parties hunting for their
votes, see free public transport as a new and desired
normality.”
Europe is well-represented, with accounts from
Italy, Belguim, Poland, France,
Sweden, Germany and
Greece.
There are also engaging chapters about the
difficult fight for free transit
in Brazil - part of the larger
struggle for a “different, fairer, and more equal country”
- and the push for transit
justice in Mexico City, which
has recently codified the right
to mobility.
One chapter describes the free public transit landscape in the United
States, where free transit is
seen by some as a way of resisting “racialized capitalism,”
and where the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People (NAACP)
considers public transit to be
a civil right, calling for new

justice and ecological justice.
A final chapter provides some answers to the
question: “who pays when it
isn’t the person who rides the
bus?”
Dellheim and Prince’s
concluding remarks are
refreshingly activist, as they
set out a plausible scenario for a city to achieve free
public transit, as well as some
principles for designing such a
system in a way that supports
social justice and equity.
They end with an
overview of the five kinds of
groups leading the charge
for free transit around the
world—from socialist coalitions looking for revolutionary social change to political
parties interested in free
transit as a way to expand the
urban commons—and a call
to action:

The second edition of “Free Public Transit” is just being
released in July of 2018. According to its editors, the book
is “mainly about how to make cities more attractive for
their citizens, more socially, ecologically and globally just,
more democratic, and more future-ready.”
Image: Black Rose Books.
funding mechanisms.
In terms of Canadian
content, we learn about the
push for free public transit
in the mid-1970s by a new
left-wing municipal party in
Montreal, as well as Free
Transit Toronto’s current work
to “challenge the impossible”
by securing free public transit
in that city.
A chapter on Chengdu, China, describes the
partial fare abolition in that
city, which includes more
than hundred “community
bus routes” offering free trips
of one to two kilometres
in small vehicles suited to
navigate the narrow streets of
the densest urban neighbourhoods. This free service even
pays for itself: savings from

using smaller buses offset the
loss of fare revenue.
Complementing these
case studies are chapters
on the diverse forms free
transit can take; how disruptive technologies such as
“ride-sharing” and driverless
vehicles could affect transit
funding; and on the interconnections between free public
transit and humanity’s urgent
need for global justice, social

“The efforts of these five
groups, each working in
their own ways and using
their own particular strategies, need to be supported,
strengthened, and connected
with others also working hard
to make our cities and societies more socially and ecologically just, and more people
centred, in the march forward
to achieving the right to mobility—the right to the city—
in all cities of the world.”
For everyone who
believes that there must be
a revolution in the way we
move around our cities, Fare
Free Transit offers both hope
that we can get there, and
practical guidance for the
journey.

PENgagement: does this sound like a book you’d like to read?
We think so too. You can link to a free sample by searching for
the title at www.blackrosebooks.com.
If you purchase a copy when it is released, the PERC library
would love to have it when you’re done reading! Or, contact
info@perc.ca for information on how you can get a tax receipt
by donating a copy.

How the City of Ottawa Should Improve the
EquiPass Program
by Trevor Haché
Trevor Haché is a Kanata
resident and experienced
advocate in the
environmental and public
health sectors in Ottawa.
He is vice president of the
Healthy Transportation
Coalition.
ow-income public transit
riders got a gift when
Transit Commission Chair
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Stephen Blais announced
that the single-ride EquiPass would be available on
January 1, 2018, six months
earlier than originally scheduled. While Ottawa’s elected
officials have shown examples of this sort of leadership
towards making public transit
more affordable for people
living in poverty, further improvements are still needed.
In December, after significant community

support was voiced for it,
Ottawa committed to reducing the cost of a single ride on
OC Transpo by fifty percent.
Those who qualify can now
take a single ride for $1.75.
Qualifying low-income OC
Transpo riders can also get a
free Presto card, instead of
paying the usual $6 card fee.
The monthly version
of the EquiPass offers unlimited rides and costs $58.25.
However, the uptake of the
monthly EquiPass has been
so slow that $1.5 million was
lost to deficits faced by Otta-
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wa’s Community and Social
Services department. Given
that funding for the EquiPass
resides in the Community
and Social Services departmental budget, City Treasurer
Marian Simulik said that
municipal accounting rules
require any unspent funds be
spent elsewhere in the same
department’s budget. So
leftover EquiPass money was
used to address departmental budget deficits.
Although spending
more on community and
social services is not a bad

thing, it would be better if
the focus of this EquiPass
money could remain in
increasing public transit affordability for disadvantaged
residents of Ottawa.
When Mayor Jim
Watson and Commission
Chair Blais announced the
EquiPass in Budget 2017,
they estimated that subsidizing the discounted monthly
pass would cost the City
about $2.7 million annually.
However, in each
month that the pass has
been available, since April
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2017, the number of people
buying it was significantly less
than the 8,000/month the
city had initially estimated.
The high cost of the
EquiPass - $58.25 a month is
still a lot of money for people
living on low incomes - is contributing to the slow uptake.
More concentrated promotion targeted to hard-to-reach
populations that would benefit from it is also warranted.
So, what should Ottawa do to ensure public transit

remains affordable for people
living on low incomes? At
least three improvements are
needed:
1) Reduce the cost of
the EquiPass. People living
on low incomes will find it difficult to find an extra $58.25
per month to buy a transit
pass. Meanwhile, monthly seniors’ passes and the
Community Pass (for people
receiving Ontario Disability
Support Program payments),
are priced at
only $44.50
EquiPass uptake
and $43.25
•
Since the EquiPass program
respectively.
began in April 2017, there have been Ottawa should
11,121 applicants, and 9,830 people reduce the cost
of the monthly
have been deemed eligible.
EquiPass to
•
OC Transpo sold 4,144 monthly $43.
EquiPasses in May 2018, up from
2) Use a
3,530 in April.
more generous
income cut-off
•
OC Transpo sold 2,364
individuals a single-ride EquiPass fare for eligibility. To
determine who
in May, up from 1,702 in April.
is eligible for

the EquiPass, Ottawa is using
the Low-Income Cut-Off
(LICO). But Toronto’s version
will use the more generous
Low-Income Measure (plus15 per-cent).
Low-income people have told the Healthy
Transportation Coalition
that the salaries they earn
at their minimum wage jobs
preclude them from having
access to the EquiPass. By
increasing the amount people can earn and still be able
to qualify for the monthly
transit discount, Ottawa
would help reduce pover- The EquiPass was a big victory for transit equity, but many say
the fare needs to be further reduced and the eligibility criteria
ty amongst working poor
improved. Photo: Healthy Transportation Coalition
people.
3) Quickly implemake financial sense. For
to a monthly pass.
ment automatic upgrades to
the EquiPass in Ottawa, this
Implementing the
monthly passes over a certain
switch happens at thirty-four
improvements above will help
threshold. Other jurisdictions
rides per month. Rather than
residents of Ottawa who are
that use the Presto system for
nickel and dime the least forliving on low incomes, imtransit automatically upgrade
tunate people in our city, OC
proving transit ridership and
customers to a monthly pass
Transpo should quickly imple- quality of life for some of our
if a customer takes enough
ment an automatic upgrade
most disadvantaged commutrips in one month for it to
nity members.

Safety First: Pilot Project to Protect Bus Drivers
by Julia Kylotolo
Julia is a volunteer with PERC.

T

his fall, OC Transpo
bus drivers will have a
chance to participate
in a pilot program featuring
protective barriers that will
be installed in some buses
across four major bus garages
in Ottawa.
Over the last five
years, numerous publications
(such as the CBC, Ottawa
Citizen and Ottawa Sun) have
reported on bus driver assault
incidents ranging from spitting and swearing to breaking
noses, punching, and shoving.
The reasons for assault could
be quite trivial – a bus driver
being late at a destination or
missing a stop needed by a
passenger. While many transit
riders find this frustrating,
most agree it does not warrant physical violence!
Amalgamated Transit
Union (ATU) has been push-

ing for protective Plexiglas
barriers to avoid this kind of
incidents for almost ten years
according to the local president of ATU, Clint Crabtree.
Assaulting bus drivers
could not just traumatize
the bus operator, but it also
creates a dangerous situation
for other passengers, nearby
pedestrians, and other drivers.
One of the main
reasons why the barriers
were not introduced earlier was the cost associated
with them. Based on a 2013
report, the cost of installation

would range
from $1500
to $3000
per vehicle,
or around
two-to-four
million dollars to get
the entire
OC Transpo
bus fleet
equipped
with shields.
However,
with the
number of
reported

A Vancouver bus driver sits behind an open sliding window style barrier
installed in city busses there. Drivers can slide the window more or less closed
depending on conditions. Photo: CTV Metro Vancouver.

“Amalgamated Transit Union (AGU) is a
labour organization in the United States
and Canada that represents employees
in the public transit sector.”
assaults against
- Wikipedia
bus drivers ap-

to take a step forward with
the bus barrier initiative.
As reported by the
CBC,
they
plan for the first
parently increasdriver
shields
o appear this
It is divided into ATU USA and ATU
ing over the last
fall, and they will be installed
five years, (see
Canada. Clint Crabtree is the local
on eight-twelve OC Transpo
representative for ATU Eastern Ontario, figure below) OC
busses. Those busses will not
Transpo decided
including Ottawa.
be tied to specific routes, so
any bus driver will have
a chance to give a feedback on the performance
of the barrier. The pilot
project is scheduled to
last about a year.
Installing barriers like
those used in many other
cities is an important
preventative step that can
increase the safety of passengers and other drivers
as well as OC Transpo
employees.
Rude passengers
might be perceived as
a minor inconvenience,
however a small conflict
on a bus can escalate
quickly. For instance, in
Although it is a small data set, this graph (originally presented by CBC news and drawn from the
Winnipeg a similar proCity of Ottawa, indicates a trend towards greater violence against transit drivers in recent years.
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gram started in 2017, soon after a bus driver was stabbed
to death by a lone rider who
had been asked to leave the
vehicle after the driver pulled
up to his last stop.
Although some riders
might find them extreme,
barriers can be an effective
way to not only avoid unnecessary rude interactions,
but also to prevent any kind
of incident that would lead
to psychological or physical
trauma done to drivers, their
families, and other passengers who witness an incident.

PENgagement: What
are your thoughts on
protective barriers for
OC Transpo drivers? Are
there risks involved?
Share your thoughts with
us by writing to
pen-editor@perc.ca.
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Affordable Housing and Transit
by Jonathan McLeod

W

ith the development of
light-rail transit (LRT)
comes significant economic and financial opportunities. The lands around LRT
stations, especially central
stations, are becoming much
sought-after for development.
The City of Ottawa,
knowing that having people
live in close proximity to LRT
stops will help ensure LRT’s
success, have embraced
transit-oriented development
(TOD) as a means of adding
greater density along the
transit line.
So transit-oriented
development will be a win
for transit and a win for the
city, but we should also figure
out who else wins…and who
might lose.
The obvious, if
cynical, response is that
developers will be the big
winners. City council has
up-zoned many areas around
future LRT stations, allowing
developers to build more and
higher buildings. Without a
radical change to our economic system, this is rather
unavoidable, and, in and of
itself, not necessarily a big
problem.
Editor’s Note:”Urban
Densification” is a phrase you
hear a lot when discussing
sustainable cities and
combatting urban sprawl,
and large residential buildings
help with urban densification.
They also tend to be more
energy efficient per resident.
However, left unchecked, this sort of development trends toward greater
gentrification and inequality.
This in turn means that the
direct and indirect benefits
of the new transit system go
disproportionately to those
with higher incomes.
A 2016 study out of
UCLA (University of California
– Los Angeles) observed that
development in and around
Los Angeles’s new transit
hubs gentrified at a faster
rate than other areas of the
city, and this was especially
true for downtown hubs. This
meant that these areas saw
an increase in those who are

highly-educated, those with
higher-incomes and white
people, pushing out low-income and minority populations. This would not be a
good future for Ottawa, and
the city knows it.
To fight such displacement, the city seeks
to acquire and maintain
surplus lands for long-term
affordable housing projects,
redevelop existing affordable

earned significanly
more, than those who
remained in a low-income neighbourhood.
Increasing residential density around
transit hubs makes a
lot of sense, but care
needs to be taken to
make sure vulnerable
populations like low
income children aren’t
being victimized.

Understanding
that
transit-oriented
gentriThis figure, taken from the City of Ottawa’s 2007 TOD developfication
is a looming ment plan, illustrates how a density of residential, business and
leisure areas should be concentrated within 600m (easy walking
The City of Ottawa TOD plans are scourge in distance) around public transit infrastructure.
Ottawa,
available online:
the city has
The upcoming develThen there’s zoning.
https://ottawa.ca/en/transit-ori- a number of
opment of Gladstone Village
Aside from new inclusionary
policy mechaented-development-tod-plans
zoning regulations that will
will offer a similar opportuninisms they can
ty for such collaboration.
make it easier to encourage
employ to fight the development of more
The perils of gentrifiand social housing projects to it.
cation within transit-oriented
affordable residential units,
maintain and increase supply,
First, there’s always
development are real and
Section 37 of the Planning
and keep existing affordable
money. Ottawa collects deAct gives the city the power
concerning. If the city isn’t
housing units in the hands of
velopment charges from new to extract affordable housing
careful, TOD could lead to the
not-for-profit organizations
developments specifically
furthering of have- and havebenefits from developers in
that will ensure they are
to support affordable housnot status among residents.
exchange for zoning amendmaintained.
ing in the urban area, and it
The development of
ments.
This is a good start,
also provides capital funding
LRT will transform not just
Finally, the city can
but ensuring that low-income through Action Ottawa to cre- get more directly involved in
transportation within the city,
residents aren’t gentrified
ate new affordable housing
but also economic opportuthe provision of affordable
out of transit-oriented neigh- spaces.
nity. Through proper funding,
housing, co-locating not-forbourhoods is about more
The city can also
profit housing on city land, or zoning activities and collabthan simply making sure
offer breaks on development
oration with not-for-profit
integrating it with public faeveryone can catch a bus.
charges when developers
entities in the provision of
cilities. For example, the city
Poverty is a cycle:
provide affordable housing
affordable housing, the city
is currently doing this with
it’s a trap that is difficult to
themselves. The province
can ensure that the benefits
the inclusion of Multi-Faith
escape, even across generaof Ontario has also chipped
of LRT are shared more equiHousing Initiative’s ninety
tions. In low-income neighin with $18.5M to create a
seven unit affordable housing tably.
bourhoods, public amenities
Development Charges Rebate development at Longfields
are often poorly maintained.
Program.
Station.
Jobs can be scarce and
community services can be
lacking. Opportunities are not
only withheld from adults,
but also from children growing up in these neighbourhoods.
A 2016 research
paper by Eric Chyn (University of Virginia) demonstrated this, detailing the
difficulties children living in
low-income neighbourhoods
had breaking out of poverty.
Chyn found that children
of families who moved out
of low-income neighbourhoods (with the assistance
of a government housing
voucher) were later more
likely to be employed, and

Transit Oriented Development is
defined as a type of urban development that maximizes the amount
of residential, business and leisure
space within walking distance of
public transportation.

This PEN INSIDER edition was
produced in partnership with the
Healthy Transportation Coalition and the
Healthbridge Foundation.
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The Campaign for Free and Accessible Transit
by Michelle Perry

W

ho should be able to
move freely through
the city?
Those who are able to drive,
and can pay to run a vehicle?
Those who can always afford
bus fare? Those who are
the most physically mobile?
Those who aren’t afraid to
venture out alone at night?
Or do we all have the right to
mobility?
You can see a city’s answers
to these questions in the
quality of its transit system.
Is taking transit - especially
outside of commuter hours
- an expensive, time-consuming, demoralizing and even
frightening experience? Or
is transit affordable to all,
clean, safe and uncrowded,
quickly taking people where
they need to go at all times?
This is the kind of equitable
transit system that the new
Campaign for Free and Accessible Transit wants to see in
Ottawa.
Affordable transit = freedom
It starts with affordability.
“If your transit isn’t affordable, then you can’t volunteer, go out, go to meetings
and appointments, do your
errands, do what you want,”
says Kathleen Fortin, a member of Ottawa ACORN. “It
can affect your mental health
because you’re isolated. You
can become depressed.”
Fortin sits on the Ottawa
board of ACORN (Association
of Community Organizations
for Reform Now) and is Chair
of the Hintonburg/Mechanicsville Committee. ACORN
Canada is an independent national organization of low-and
moderate-income families
with 113,000 members across
the country. Fortin is also
a seasoned transit activist
with lived experience of the
deficiencies of the Ottawa
system.)
Kathleen Fortin was on the
front lines of two recent
major transit victories: the
Equipass, which gives eligible
low-income residents a 50%
reduction in the price of a
transit pass, and the Equifare,
which reduces the price of a
single ticket to $1.75. But she
says there’s much more to be
done.
“It’s great that we got the Equipass for $57, but it’s still too
expensive,” she says. “Transit
fares are going up 2.5% every
year until 2048.”

She’d like to see the Equipass immediately reduced to
around $40. She’s also concerned about the City’s plan
to steadily increase transit
fares.

driving to transit, according to
Swartz.
“Lowering fares in and of itself doesn’t lead many people
to abandon their cars for public transit,” he says. “When
you make it free at the point
of use, then you have significant impacts.” Ridership
can increase by 50% or more
when fares are eliminated,
according to the book Free
Public Transit: Or Why We
Don’t Pay to Ride in Elevators
(see review on page xx).
With its focus on both
transportation equity and
climate change, the Campaign has brought together
environmental and social
justice activists. It started in
the Eco-Justice Committee of
Solidarity Ottawa, which is a

ities, but meeting everyone’s
needs.
“Right now, the public transit
system is designed to get people to and from work at nineto-five jobs. It’s not set up
to enable people to do their
shopping, get to meetings or
to cultural events, especially
at night,” says Swartz. “The
connections are lousy; there
are huge gaps.” He agrees
that a significant expansion
of the system is required.
Overcrowding and the safety
of passengers and drivers also
need to be addressed, says
Swartz.
A transit city also wouldn’t
allow the daily indignities that
have become a normal part
of taking transit in Ottawa.
It would meet the needs of

at what happens on the way
to and from the bus stop.
Fortin says she is conscious
of her personal safety when
using transit at night, especially in the winter when it
can get dark so early. She
also finds the timing for many
crosswalk too short, which is
“dangerous, because you take
a chance of getting hit.”
A lack of consideration of all
users during construction is
also a problem. A failure to
properly lay asphalt at a relocated bus stop left Fortin’s
wheelchair stuck in the mud
last spring.
“I got off the bus and sank
into the mud. I was stuck
there,” she says. She had to
get out of her wheelchair,
and two people had to get off

The highest fares in Canada
“Ottawa fares are basically
the highest in the country,”
says Donald Swartz, co-chair
of the Campaign for Free and
Accessible Transit.
And there’s no relief in sight:
an increase of 2.5% every
year means a two-way transit
trip will cost $14.62 in 2048.
Transit already can’t compete with the city’s artificially
low parking rates and new
“ride-sharing companies,”
whose services can be cheaper than the bus. But there
is another way, says
Swartz.
“We can afford to abolish transit fees—the
question is for who, and
how.”
We can afford free
transit
Fares currently bring
in about $150 million.
“For the city to cover
that would require a
four percent increase
in property taxes,” says
Swartz. “That’s a lot,
but not unaffordable,
and there are other
potential sources of
revenue.”
For one, the city can
increase parking rates.
On-street parking rates
haven’t budged in the
past decade, while the
price of an adult transit
pass has increased by
$32, according to a
recent analysis by the This Cost of Commute Info graphic is reproduced with permission from Discourse Media (www.theHealthy Transportation discourse.ca). Although the costs of things like walking are not always obvious, things like sidewalk
Coalition, a partner in maintenance and sturdy walking shoes aren’t free!
the Campaign.
everyone, including people
the bus and push her wheelA second option would be to
grassroots activist organizalike Kathleen Fortin, who uses chair out of the mud. To avoid
look at getting more money
tion.
both a wheelchair and a walk- getting stuck again, she startfrom development charges,
“If we are going to really
ed getting off at a less-conveparticularly near the LRT staaddress climate change, we’re er, and who tries to restrict
her use of the regular bus
nient stop, father away.
tions, to fund an expansion of going to have to change the
during peak hours because of A cultural shift
public transit. A third option
way we live,” says Swartz,
the overcrowding.
Prioritizing transit over
is to divert money currently
“and we live in cities. The
“The regular bus is often
driving requires a cultural
earmarked for roads. Swartz
whole way cities are orgashift, says Swartz. It’s about
also notes that “Since the
nized needs to be reimagined crowded, particularly before
nine o’clock,” says Fortin.
building a more social culsources of revenue available
if the goal is to make public
to cities are so limited, we
transit the dominant mode of “Usually I don’t go out during ture. “There has to be a shift
that time but sometimes I
back to funding collective
also need access to provincial motorized transportation in
don’t have a choice: I might
consumption as opposed to
and federal funds.”
the city.”
have a doctor’s appointment
individual consumption.”
A modal shift: transit and
A transit city
early in the morning.” She
With many sources putting
climate change
What does a city that prioralso has a volunteer job that
the cost of keeping an averLowering transit fares won’t
itizes transit look like? It is
requires travelling during rush age car on the road at more
be enough if you’re looking
accessible, which to Swartz
than $5,000 per year,
to address climate change by
includes not only meeting the hour.
A transit city would also look
. . . . . continued on Insider Pg 6.
getting people to shift from
needs of people with disabil-
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free public transit offers
individuals huge savings,
he says, even if half of that
savings went to expanding
public transit (in the form of
increased property taxes).
Swartz says we also need to
think about a just transition,
including what happens to
people who rely on the auto
sector for a living. “One has
to think about how those
specific people won’t pay the
price.”

A transit riders union for
Ottawa
“Ottawa lacks a transit users’
organization, like the TTC
riders in Toronto or the bus
riders’ unions in San Francisco
or Los Angeles, that would
work on a whole range of
transit issues,” says Swartz.
Setting up such an organization in Ottawa is a next
step for the campaign. Work
started this June with a
transit riders’ forum held in
Vanier, and Swartz hopes to

Building Affordable
Housing Near Rapid
Transit

hold a series of these forums
in different parts of the city.
This work is being funded
by a micro-grant from the
Healthy Transportation Coalition. The Campaign is also
thinking about how it might
have a positive influence on
Ottawa’s upcoming municipal
elections.
Right: The City of Ottawa
resleased this infographic
when the draft budget for
2018 came out. $5.5M seems
like a lot for cycling/pedestrian infrastructure, but it’s only
0.059% of what was allocated for roads. Seeing a breakdown of winter maintenance
costs (streets vs sidewalks
and bike paths) would be interesting as well. Image: City
of Ottawa.

By Trevor Haché
Trevor is the vice
president of the Healthy
Transportation Coalition.

P

ressure applied by
concerned citizens, an
important event held in
April, and ongoing leadership
from helpful city councillors
may have helped motivate
the City to take action to
ensure the Light Rail Transit system doesn’t increase
urban displacement of people
living on low-incomes.
Fifty people (including social housing providers,
anti-poverty organizations,
as well as groups concerned
with homelessness, transportation equity and inclusion)
gathered with elected officials
(including Councillors Catherine McKenney, Jeff Leiper,
Diane Deans, Marianne
Wilkinson, and Mark Taylor),
high-level City managers,
housing, planning, and public
health departmental staff on
April 20th at Ottawa City Hall
for the event Building More

Affordable Housing Near
Rapid Transit Stations in
Ottawa.

The group was hoping
to achieve the following objectives:
•
Identify opportunities
& challenges related to building more affordable housing
close to rapid transit;
•
Learn more about the
City of Ottawa’s position, that
of social housing providers,
and community concerns;
•
Prioritize the top five
solutions or promising ideas
that could be pursued.
Kristen Holinsky,
executive director of the Alliance to End Homelessness,
opened the event by stressing
the urgent need for action
on the affordable housing
and homelessness crisis in
the nation’s capital. Deputy

Pg 6

ACORN Ottawa members attending the April 27th session on building affordable housing near transit with the Healthy Transportation Coalition. A reminder of constituency groups in building community power. Photo: ACORN Ottawa
Mayor Mark Taylor spoke on
the need for the city to create
a working group on this subject.
He expressed that
Council needs to add targets
in its next Term of Council
Priorities, and that the City
should use all the tools in its
toolbox including Section 37
of the Planning Act, Community Benefits Agreements, and
inclusionary zoning to ensure
equitable Transit-Oriented
Development (eTOD) near
light and the bus rapid transit
system.
Attendees also heard
a presentation from Chris
Swail, Director of the O-Train
Planning Office. One of the
attendees asked Mr. Swail
where he felt the greatest potential existed for affordable

housing near Phases 1 and 2
Light Rail Transit stations, and
he identified “strong potential” at the following sites:
•
Baseline – Algonquin
College & city land leases
include lots of free parking
that could be converted to
housing;
•
New Orchard/Pinecrest
– City holds a lot of land that
Ottawa Community Housing
may already have plans for ;
•
Hurdman - Massive
brown fields offering significant redevelopment possibilities;
•
Gladstone – site acquired by the City through
Ottawa Community Housing,
who will manage a mixed
used redevelopment, inclusive of affordable housing;
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•
Westboro/Tunney’s
Pasture – significant potential
for redevelopment of federal
campus lands north of LRT
line;
•
Cyrville is currently a
mixed use area with lower
land values and potential for
redevelopment of industrial
areas;
•
Malls/Retail Centres –
several major commercial/
retail areas undergoing redevelopment including Lincoln
Fields & South Keys.
Since the meeting
took place at City Hall on April
20th, there has been important progress made. This
includes advocates addressing the Transporation Committee about the importance
of affordable housing in TOD

plans, Councillor Catherine
McKenney directing city staff
to form a working group to
prioritize affordable housing in these areas, and an
inter-departmental working
group on affordable housing
near rapid transit meeting for
the first time in early June.
Much more work
needs to be done to ensure
that Ottawa becomes a leader in equitable Transit-Oriented Development, but if
the community can keep up
the pressure and continue to
work collaboratively with the
municipality, it appears that a
strong foundation supporting
further progress has been
laid.
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This inforgraphic was produced by the Healthy Transportation Coalition summarizes some of the interations between transit and affordable houseing For
questions on the data presented here, please contact them: HealthyTransportationott@gmail.com

Inclusionary Zoning for Housing & Transit Equity
By Blaine Cameron
Blaine is a Board member at
Ottawa ACORN, and Citywide
Representative.

I

n its work as a grassroots
social justice organization
directed by its low income
members, ACORN Canada is
seeing more and more people
facing homelessness, or
being forced into inadequate,
unaffordable, and un-livable
situations.
Similar factors
contribute to this epidemic
across Canadian cities; numerous jurisdictions are still
feeling some of the lingering
effects of the worldwide 2008
recession and the accompanying austerity measures.
In Ontario, we’re seeing an increase in precarious
work, in addition to cuts to
welfare by the Harris government in the mid 1990’s,
and a lack of significant rate
increases for either Ontario
Works or the Ontario Disability Support Program.

ACORN leaders organized a rally outside two condo developments in Mechanicsville on
January 23rd in response to the province’s first draft of inclusionary zoning regulations
which severely limited municipalities’ ability to create more affordable housing. Photo:
Ashley Reyns.
With inflation, these
rates have steadily gotten
worse, and are well below
the low income measure as
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set out by Statistics Canada.
These factors speak mostly to
low income sources, and as
insidious as they are, another
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dangerous trend is happening
in larger cities.
We’re seeing low rent
property holdings exchanging

hands, in many cases from
landlords who have neglected
maintenance and upkeep,
meaning that new owners are
demolishing low rent units
due to irreparable damage.
This is a form of gentrification that literally forces
low income tenants out of
neighbourhoods to make way
for luxury condos. Ottawa
ACORN held an emergency
action on May 18th in the
neighbourhood of Herongate,
where the property asset
management company Timbercreek is tearing down 150
homes to make way for luxury
rentals.
In 2015, Timbercreek
had similarly issued winter
evictions in the same neighbourhood for eighty other
homes. Because of ACORN
Ottawa’s actions at that time,
Timbercreek will no longer
issue evictions in the winter,
moving allowances will be
made available before tenants’ move out date, and
. . . . . . . continued on pg 8
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aged to build affordable
housing, with their last major
project being Beaver Barracks
(opened 2012).
Non-profit is just
one tool that can be used to
provide affordable housing,
and it alone cannot fulfill the
need. Working within these
landscapes, ACORN Canada
and the Wellesley Institute,
which works on research and
policy to improve health and
equity through action on the
social determinants of health,
released a report in 2010 on
Inclusionary Zoning (IZ).
It included the lived
experiences of our members
struggling to afford housing,
and was part of a campaign to
persuade the Province to give
cities the power to implement mandatory inclusionary
zoning.
Inclusionary zoning
calls for a percentage of affordable units being included
in developments that have

regular market units, be it
understanding can occur.
a condominium, apartment
Instead of an “out of
discounted prices for moving
complex, or townhomes,
sight out of mind” situation,
companies will be negotiated
and could be with non-profit
there is exposure that could
for tenants.
housing or private developinfluence the type of politics
These are worthwhile
ments.
sought to be more egalitarian
changes, but Timbercreek
This creates a mixed
and inclusive.
has no plans to replace the
community where people
In conjunction with
affordable housing they’re
of different classes are living
the release of the report,
currently demolishing. These
side by side, rather than creACORN ran IZ workshops with
tenants are being forced out
ating low income neighbourmembers in Toronto and Otof their neighbourhoods and
hoods of localized depressed
tawa, and met with city Couninto a rental market that is
economies
cillors,
vastly wanting in affordable
and no readincluding
Inclusionary Zoning
options.
ily available
future
calls
for
a
percentage
For decades, govaccess to
housing
of affordable housing minister
ernments at every level
essential
have cut affordable housing
services and
Peter
units to be included
investments and programs,
amenities.
Milczyn.
in
developments
of
and have implemented poor
Those people
From 2012
regular market unit. . onwards
rent control mechanisms that
of middle
allow landlords to increase
and upper
. . this creates a mixed ACORN
rents as the market dictates.
income are
members
community where people held many
Despite this, and
in direct
funding for new housing
contact with
of different classes are actions,
being discontinued in 1995,
lower income
communiliving side by side.
Centretown Citizens Ottawa
people,
ty forums,
Corporation, a non-profit
where better
and meethousing provider, still mandialogue and
ings with
successive housing Ministers, Kathleen Wynne, Ted
McMeekin, Chris Ballard,
and current housing Minister Peter Milczyn.
As integral as all
that work was, ACORN
had many allies, including
Social Planning Toronto,
Richard Drdla, Alliance to
End Homelessness Ottawa,
and NDP MPP Cheri DiNovo, who on five occasions introduced a private
members bill for IZ on, all of
which were defeated by the
Liberals and the Progressive
Conservatives.
It was only after all
of this campaigning and
persistence that the Liberal
government announced, in
March of 2016, its intent to
pass IZ legislation, and finally passed the Affordable
Housing Act on December
6th, 2016, authorizing municipalities to implement
ACORN member Stephanie Graham indicating the popularity of Inclusionary Zoning in a
“dot-mocracy” exercise during an April 20 event pushing for IZ, rental replacement bylaws inclusionary zoning.
While the regulations
& Community Benefits Agreements to maintain & create affordable housing near transit.
associated with this were
Photo: ACORN Ottawa.

Margaret Alluker, Secretary of the South Ottawa ACORN chapter and tenant facing eviction in Herongate by Timbercreek ,
leads a recent action calling for more landlord accountability and inclusionary zoning to make Ottawa a more affordable
city to live in. Photo: ACORN Ottawa
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being developed (they were
released December 2017), allies and ACORN met on a regular basis. Recognizing that
each group brought different
strengths to the table, they
shared research and tactics.
The Act itself was a
good first step, but when the
actual regulations came out
they were weak, with municipalities paying 40% the
difference between market
rent and the affordable
rate, capping the amount of
affordable units in a single
development by 5-10%, and
putting an expiration on the
affordable units.
Seeing the poor
and inadequate regulations,
ACORN chapters across the
province immediately took
to the streets, sent a letter
signed by thirty plus housing
groups and providers to the
Minister, and mass emails
were also sent.
In Ottawa, members
marched on two new condo
developments in Mechanicsville, one of the city’s most
gentrified neighbourhoods.
The area had initially been
slated for a hospital expansion in light of the new light
rail transit nearby, but the
community input that recommended it as a hospital site
was ignored. Instead developers were given preference.
ACORN and its allies
were able to move the government and the Minister
through these actions. The
Minister publicly indicated
that the regulations were a
first draft and that the feedback was welcome.
Three more meetings occurred after this, with
ACORN and Social Planning
Toronto, and due to it being
an election year the Ministry
came back with pretty much
everything we asked for!
A great victory for
ACORN members, its allies,
and a new tool among others
to help fill the gap in affordable housing.
Having won one battle, we
are quickly organizing with
members and allies, and
directing our efforts towards
moving city councils across
Ontario towards implementing effective inclusionary
zoning.

PENgagement: How
would you feel about
living in a mixedincome community? If
you’ve ever leased out
property, would you have
considered making some
it affordable rather than
market price? Would
you be able to afford to
reduce rents?
pen-editor@perc.ca
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